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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe a new algorithm to prevent fault
attacks on RSA signature algorithms using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT-RSA). This variant of the RSA signature algorithm is widely used on smartcards. Smartcards
on the other hand are particularly susceptible to fault attacks like the one described in [7]. Recent results have shown
that fault attacks are practical and easy to accomplish ([21],
[17]). Therefore, they establish a practical need for fault attack protected CRT-RSA schemes. Starting from a careful
derivation and classification of fault models, we describe a
new variant of the CRT-RSA algorithm. For the most realistic fault model described, we rigorously analyze the success
probability of an adversary. Thereby, we prove that our new
algorithm is secure against the Bellcore attack. Only once
in the analysis do we need to refer to a plausible number
theoretic assumption.

Smartcards play an important role in modern cryptography. Smartcards are used to compute digital signatures,
most notably digital signatures based on RSA. Since speed
is still an issue with modern smartcards, enhancements have
been adopted to the plain RSA signature algorithm. The
most common enhancement is the computation of an RSA
signature using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). We
will refer to this variant of RSA as CRT-RSA. With CRTRSA one can expect a speed-up by a factor of 4 compared to
plain RSA. However, smartcards are not as tamper-resistant
as one may wish. Hence side-channel attacks like fault,
power, and timing attacks, on smartcards have attracted
a lot of attention. Among the side-channel attacks, fault
attacks seem to be easiest to realize [2]. In particular, CRTRSA proved to be susceptible to fault attacks. In [7] an
extremely simple attack on CRT-RSA is described. Named
the Bellcore attack, this attack reveals the secret factorization of the RSA modulus N by introducing a single fault
resulting in a signature that is correct modulo one of the secret prime factors of N , but faulty modulo the other prime
factor. This attack is particularly devastating because the
type of fault induced is irrelevant.
Several types of countermeasures against fault attacks have
been described, e.g. to compute a signature twice and compare the two results or to verify the result with the public
key before output. However, these two countermeasures are
too costly to be of practical interest. A more sophisticated
software countermeasure has been proposed by Shamir (see
[20]). He suggested to check intermediate results modulo a
small integer. This approach will be described later in more
detail. Of course, general (usually randomized) schemes that
enhance the security of RSA can also prevent fault attacks
or at least make them harder to realize. The most prominent of these randomization schemes is OAEP [4]. Most
smartcard certification authorities, however, require that a
smartcard implements a pure RSA signature algorithm that
is secure without using OAEP or similar schemes.
Although several software countermeasures against fault
attacks have been proposed (see [7], [24]), none of these proposals was based on an explicitly formulated and justified
fault model. Accordingly, no proper security analysis of the
various schemes could be given. Hence, in this paper starting
from a careful derivation and classification of fault models,
we describe a new variant of the CRT-RSA algorithm. For
the most realistic fault model described, we analyze whether
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a Bellcore-type attack on the algorithm can be successful. In
[2] it was shown that a fault attack can basically change the
value of any variable used in a smartcard algorithm. Hence,
for any variable used in our scheme we analyze whether a
Bellcore-type attack can be mounted by changing the value
of that particular variable. We prove that for all variables
the success probability of a Bellcore-type fault attack is negligible. Only once do our proofs rely on a plausible number
theoretic assumption.
Our scheme borrows ideas from Shamir’s countermeasure
against fault attacks as well as the idea of infective computations from [24]. Shamir suggests choosing a small prime
t of about 32 bits to compute Sp = md mod pt and Sq =
md mod qt and check whether Sp ≡ Sq mod t before combining them with the CRT. As is easily seen, Shamir’s
scheme only protects the signature computations modulo
the two secret prime factors of the RSA modulus N . It
leaves the CRT-combination step to obtain the final signature modulo N unprotected. Furthermore, as observed in
[24], Shamir’s algorithm has a single point of failure when it
checks if Sp ≡ Sq mod t. Usually, such a comparison relies
on the zero flag only. A single point of failure means that
once this point is successfully attacked, a smartcard may
output a defective signature that can be used to recover secrets.
Infective computation, as introduced in [24], means that
any error introduced by a fault attack propagates through
the computation. In particular, in CRT-RSA a faulty signature will always be faulty modulo both prime factors,
thereby preventing a Bellcore attack. Unfortunately, for
realistic parameters the infective computation proposed in
[24] can be broken. In particular, the method proposed in
[24] restricts the pairs of public/secret exponents in RSA to
pairs, that basically can be broken by Wiener’s small secret
exponent attacks ([5]).
The scheme proposed in this paper extends Shamir’s idea
to protect every single computation step of the signature algorithm, including the CRT combination. We achieve this
by using two small integers t1 and t2 to compute Sp =
md mod pt1 and Sq = md mod qt2 . These values are combined to S mod N t1 t2 via the CRT. This combination with
a larger modulus allows to use infective computation steps
afterwards. These infective steps ensure that an error will
cause the final signature to be false modulo both primes p
and q. Infective computations not only avoid single points of
failures. They also allow a card to continue its computation,
even if a fault is detected. Hence, our scheme renders mechanism like security resets or error messages pointless. This
is an important feature of our scheme, since error messages
or security resets may leak important and useful information
to an adversary (see for example [14], [6] for more details).
Finally, unlike the scheme proposed in [24], our algorithm
works with any RSA key, no restriction on the key space
applies. To prove security, we present a rigorous analysis of
our scheme.
To describe and classify fault models, we start from the
most powerful adversary imaginable, i.e. an adversary that
can change any specific bit at any specific time of the algorithm execution. However, we make use of several hardware
features employed on realistic smartcards to argue that the
effects of such a precise intrusion are not completely predictable for an adversary. The hardware mechanisms we are
referring to include randomized clocks, memory encryption

/ decryption schemes, and randomized address scrambling
(see [18], [9]). Like randomized schemes, these hardware
features try to make fault attacks harder by randomizing
the effects of a fault attack in a manner that can not be
controlled or predicted by an adversary.
Based on the effects of randomized clocks, memory encryption/decryption, and randomized address scrambling we
argue that even a very powerful adversary can not hope to
reset a bit value at a specific location and time. Instead
all he can hope is that with a certain probability he will
change the value of a particular variable used by the algorithm. Furthermore, we argue that an adversary can only
hope to change the value of a targeted variable to some random value. We also describe some intermediate fault models, in which the adversary is able to attack specific byte or
bit values. We extend the analysis of our CRT-RSA scheme
to these models as well. We show that in these models the
new CRT-RSA scheme sometimes offers an even better security, i.e. knowing the effect of an attack exactly helps defending against this attack. In our analysis, we only look at
fault attacks. Combinations with other side channel attacks
like timing or power attacks are not regarded.
The paper is organized as follows: After stating the preliminaries in Section 2, we formulate a careful classification
of fault models in Section 3. We propose a new algorithm
in Section 4 that will be proven to be secure against the
Bellcore attack in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, we will use the following notation.
We assume that an RSA key scheme consists of two primes
p and q that form the RSA modulus N = p · q. We will
denote the public RSA key as e and the private RSA key
as d, satisfying e · d ≡ 1 mod ϕ(N ). Here, ϕ(N ) denotes
Euler’s totient function. The function l(n) will be used to
denote the binary length of an integer n. We will use a | b
to denote that an integer a divides b, and a 6 | b to denote
the converse.
Usually, smartcards compute RSA signatures S(m) :=
md mod N using the CRT-RSA scheme. Here, the two signature parts Sp := md mod (p−1) mod p and Sq := md mod (q−1)
mod q are computed first. They are combined using the
Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) as S(m) := CRT(Sp , Sq )
mod N . On average, this scheme is four times faster than
the direct computation via a single exponentiation, cf. [12].
The major exploit of fault attacks on smartcards performing CRT-RSA signatures is an attack first presented in [7]
(and named the ”Bellcore attack”). Here it is assumed that
an adversary induces an error that causes Sp to be defective while Sq is computed correctly (or vice versa of course).
If the defective CRT-combination S = CRT(Sp , Sq ) mod N
is disclosed, the scheme is completely broken as gcd(S e −
m, N ) = q.
As we investigate errors on various variables, we use the
following convention: For random errors on a specific variable x, we write f (x) = x + e(x), where e(x) is the error dependent on x. For random errors, e(x) ∈ [−x, 2l(x) − 1 − x].
In some scenarios, e(x) can be specified in greater detail, e.g.
for random byte errors, e(x) = b · 2k with |b| ∈ Z28 a random
byte and 0 ≤ k < l(x) − 7. For single bit errors, |b| = 1 and
0 ≤ k < l(x). We always assume a uniform distribution on
the errors.
All parts of our analysis can be rigorously proven. Only

the analysis for one single variable relies on the following
heuristically justified assumption.
Assumption 1. For an RSA modulus N = p·q, d a secret
key, m ∈ ZN a given message, t ≪ p a prime, e(·) a random
error as defined above, the value





α := md div (pt + e(pt)) mod t
can be seen as a random variable uniformly distributed in
Ft .
Clearly, α only has a chance to fulfill the assumption correctly if 2l(pt) is a multiple of t. However, the assumption is
justified for other cases as well, because the distance to the
uniform distribution is negligibly small as t ≪ 2l(pt) .

3.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICALLY
APPROVED FAULT MODELS

There has been a large number of different fault attacks
in the literature. They differ in the power to locate and time
an attack, in the number of bits affected, in the effect of an
attack (the fault type), in the probability of the implied effect of an attack, and in prior work that has to be applied to
the card in order to mount the attack, cf. among others [7],
[16], [22], [14], [15], [1], [3], [8], [23], [2], [21]. However, the
characterization of the used fault models has been simple
and insufficient to derive usable frameworks for a satisfactory analysis. Therefore, we present a characterization of
the different parameters needed to fully describe all known
types of fault attacks. This leads to a proper mathematical
formulation of errors induced by such attacks. The derived
fault models are motivated by smartcards as they are used
today.

• Attacks mounted also have a certain probability associated with them. Usually an attack is not certain to
be successful, it is only so most of the time. Therefore,
any effect as well as the control on location and timing
might require a probability or even a distribution to
be completely described. For example, some physical
attacks might have a greater probability of resetting a
bit than of setting that bit (see [8], [6]). No control
on the location implies that a specific location is expected to be hit with a certain probability 1/(number
of locations).
To derive reasonable fault models, we combine parameter
settings known from actual attacks with hardware countermeasures in effect on the card. As we are guided by practical
considerations, we always assume the most powerful adversary, i.e. the adversary presented in [21] and [17] able to use
(bsr) faults. This adversary can select any specific area on
the card at a precise time (on his clock) and set the stored bit
to any specific value. We also consider smartcards, that may
have several hardware countermeasures (see [18]). The architecture of a modern smartcard is sketched in Figure 1. In
these realistic scenarios, the effective power of the adversary
is reduced significantly, e.g. knowledge about the location of
the induced fault need not imply knowledge about the position of the bit within an algorithm. Similarly, precise timing
need not imply knowledge of the actual step performed at
that time. The following five fault models gradually improve
the strength of the card’s countermeasures.
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• For control on the fault location we define the
three classes ”no control”, ”loose control” (a selected
variable can be targeted) and ”complete control” (selected bits can be attacked).
AS

• For control on the timing we also define the three
classes ”no control”, ”loose control” (an error is induced in a block of a few operations) and ”precise
control” (the exact time can be met).
• For the number of bits attacked, we differentiate
between a ”single faulty bit”, ”few faulty bits” (e.g. a
byte) or a ”random number of faulty bits” (bounded
by the length of the attacked variable).
• The fault type describes the character of the fault as
it manifests itself in the chip. This parameter has appeared in the literature as the ”fault model”. We will
break with this tradition as a reasonable description of
a fault model must contain more than just the type of
the fault. Fault types include the classic fault types,
namely the stuck at fault (saf), where bits permanently
keep their value from the point of a successful attack,
the bit flip fault (bf), where bits are flipped to their
complementary value and the random fault (rf), where
bits are changed to a random value, possibly the one
they already had. In addition to these classic fault
types, we also have the fault type derived from recent
work in [21]. Their approach enables them to set a
single specific (targeted) bit to 1 or reset that bit to 0.
This is the bit set or reset fault (bsr).
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Figure 1: architectural sketch of a modern high-end
smartcard

Fault Model #1: Precise Bit Errors.
Parameter setting. For this strong fault model, we assume
that the adversary has precise control on both timing and
location. This means that the adversary knows the attacked
bit as well as the attacked operation. Note that an attack
usually happens before the variable is used in a line of an
algorithm. We assume that only a single bit is affected.
This resembles the (bsr) fault type that is achieved by attacks described in [21] or [17] on RAM or EEPROM of an
unprotected smartcard.

Mathematical model. This attack can be modeled as an
addition or subtraction of a single bit, i.e. a variable X is
changed to X ′ = X ± 2k for 0 ≤ k ≤ l(X) − 1.
Motivation from the real world. Although high-end smartcards implement sophisticated hardware countermeasures,
many smartcards currently used are either too old or too
cheap to do so. Hence, this fault model is a realistic one.
It assumes the strongest adversary and the weakest card.
Since algorithms secure in this fault model are secure in the
weaker models as well, it is a particularly interesting model.
Fault Model #2: Precise Byte Errors.
Parameter setting. In this scenario, we assume that the
timing is precise. Hence, a specific operation can be targeted. However, control on location is loose, i.e. the number
of bits affected can only be bounded by a block of few bits
(we assume a byte). We allow any fault type in this model.
Mathematical model. The attack can be modeled as an
addition or subtraction of an unknown error byte at a known
position, i.e. a variable X is changed to X ′ = X ± b · 2k for
a known 0 ≤ k ≤ l(X) − 8 and an unknown b ∈ Z28 .
Motivation from the real world. This model is motivated
by the fact that the strong adversary’s power is reduced
on smartcards if encryption of the data is used. Usually,
all data stored in EEPROM and RAM is encrypted [18].
Hence, if an error is induced into memory, the CPU will see
a random block of data. The same model is derived if the
bus lines are attacked.
Fault Model #3: Unknown Byte Errors.
Parameter setting. In this scenario, we assume loose control on both timing and location. The loose control on location means that a certain variable can be targeted but
the number of bits affected can only be bounded by a block
of few bits (usually a byte). In addition, loose control on
timing means that the attacker can only affect the variable
within a specific time frame that usually contains several
instructions. The exact instruction affected by the attack is
unknown. Hence, the attacker does not know for sure which
byte of the variable is currently used by the algorithm. We
allow any fault type in this model.
Mathematical model. This attack can be modeled as an
addition or subtraction of an error byte, i.e. a variable X is
changed to X ′ = X ± b · 2k for an unknown 0 ≤ k ≤ l(X) − 8
and an unknown b ∈ Z28 .
Motivation from the real world. This model is motivated
by the fact that attacks on EEPROM and RAM with address scrambling (cf. [18]) will not allow to specify when the
attacked block is requested by the CPU. Encryption of the
memory ensures that a faulty bit affects a whole block of
data.
Fault Model #3’: Unknown Byte Errors in Unknown Variables.
Parameter setting. This model assumes loose control on
location, once again a whole byte is affected, and no control
on timing. Due to the latter it is unknown at which exact
time within the program the attack is mounted. It is even
unknown, which variable is faulty.
Mathematical model. We model this type of fault as a
variable dependent error, i.e. a variable X is changed to
X ′ = X ± b · 2k for an unknown 0 ≤ k ≤ l(X) − 8 and an
unknown b ∈ Z28 . Note that due to the unprecise timing,

the attacked variable X is also unknown (to some degree).
Motivation from the real world. The strong adversary’s
power is effectively reduced to this model if the smardcard uses memory encryption in RAM and EEPROM. This
causes any bit fault to affect a whole block of data. In addition, some smartcards use a randomized clock (cf. [9]).
In this case, the attacker knows that a successful attack will
change a block of data. But he does not know the exact time
of the change within the algorithm. Therefore the attacker
does not know the position of the block as it is used in the
CPU.
Fault Model #4: Random Errors.
Parameter setting. In this fault model, we assume that
the adversary has no control on the location of a fault and
only a loose timing, i.e. he can target an interval of some
operations. This interval may have been derived from other
sources of information, for example from the power profile of
the card (see [2]). The number of affected bits is unknown.
Mathematical model. We model this uncertainty on the
number of affected bits by a random fault. We assume that
for a given variable X, the uniformly distributed random
value f (X) ∈ [0, 2l(X) − 1] is used by the algorithm. In this
model, any fault may result in any faulty value.
Motivation from the real world. This scenario is motivated
by strong high-end smartcards completely armed with countermeasures. Memory encryption, address scrambling and a
randomized clock imply that any error induced into memory or the CPU at a vague point will leave the attacker at
most with the information that a certain variable is faulty.
It therefore enforces a very weak adversary.
Reaction Of The Smartcard
A smartcard may react in various ways to an attack: Unprotected cards will fail to notice the attack and output a
faulty result, leaving them vulnerable to the Bellcore attack.
More sophisticated smartcards may have countermeasures
that alter the result to some random value or use detection
mechanisms that report an error to the user. The error output may either depend on the kind of error or be unspecific.
Modern high-end smartcards may have additional hardware countermeasures (see [6]), that might successfully fight
some of these attacks and react with a complete security reset. This reaction of the card may already be set off before
an attack successfully induced an error.
Implications For Our Analysis
So far, no software countermeasures against fault model
#1 are known (see Section 6). Lukily, the models #1 and #2
are unlikely in the real world, as all trustworthy smartcards
are fully armed with a variety of countermeasures. This
causes a precise location of an affected bit or byte to be
unrealistic.
We will therefore concentrate to analyze security against
fault models #3 and #4. The two models #3 and #3’ are
equivalent, as model #3’ usually only means that the faulty
variable X is from a small set of possible variables. If the
attack hits every variable within this set with a sufficiently
high probability, a specific variable is expected to be hit after
a relatively low number of attacks. Hence, both scenarios
can be modeled in the same way (see [6]).
Our analysis will show that only a negligible number of
faults result in an output that potentially leaks valuable

information to an adversary. Hence, the smartcard needs
no other means of reaction to errors such as error messages
or security resets. We will therefore not consider any such
reaction mechanisms in the following.

4.

THE NEW APPROACH

The drawbacks of Shamir’s small prime verification countermeasure explained in the introduction show that better
methods are needed. As Shamir’s basic idea is very promising, we extend this countermeasure to the whole CRT-RSA
computation. We also use infective computations as introduced by [24] to eliminate the single point of failure of a
checking step.
Algorithm 2 (infective CRT-RSA).
Input. A message m ∈ ZN
Output. Sig := md mod N or a random number in ZN
In Memory. p · t1 , q · t2 , N , N · t1 · t2 , dp , dq , t1 , t2 , et1
and et2
1 Let Sp := mdp mod p · t1
2 Let Sq := mdq mod q · t2
3 Let S := CRT(Sp , Sq ) mod N · t1 · t2
4 Let c1 := (m − Set1 + 1) mod t1
5 Let c2 := (m − Set2 + 1) mod t2
6 Let Sig := Sc1 ·c2 mod N
7 output Sig
The basic algorithm for CRT-RSA consists of three steps,
the computation of the two parts Sp and Sq and their combination to the signature S using the CRT. We modify the
computation of all three values implementing a variant of
Shamir’s idea. Then we introduce a detection mechanism
that is not required to be error free in order to prevent a
fault attack on the whole smartcard. If an error was induced at any step of the algorithm, this countermeasure will
change the final result in a way unpredictable to an adversary. The resulting algorithm looks extremely simple, but
it proves to be very effective in the most practical attack
model assuming the strongest adversary.
As a precomputation step that can be done for any smartcard at production time, generate a valid RSA key with
(N, e), N = p · q, as the public key and d as the corresponding private key satisfying e · d ≡ 1 mod ϕ(N ).
Additionally, select two integers t1 and t2 of sufficiently
large bitlength to withstand exhaustive search (see Section
5.5 for concrete suggestions) which must satisfy several conditions in order to allow a secure scheme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

t1 and t2 must be coprime
gcd(d, ϕ(t1 )) = 1 and gcd(d, ϕ(t2 )) = 1
t1 and t2 are squarefree
ti ≡ 3 mod 4 for i ∈ {1, 2}
t2 6 |X = pt1 · ((pt1 )−1 mod qt2 )

Note that the use of two small moduli instead of a single
one has already been described by Shamir in [20], but for a
different use. Let dp := d mod ϕ(p·t1 ), dq := d mod ϕ(q ·t2 ).
Afterwards, compute two corresponding public keys et1 and
et2 such that d · eti = 1 mod ϕ(ti ). Store p · t1 , q · t2 , N ,
N ·t1 ·t2 , dp , dq , t1 , t2 , et1 and et2 on the smartcard. It is easy
to see that the algorithm computes the correct signature if
no error occurs.
Let us briefly comment on the five conditions for the small
primes ti : Condition 1 is needed to ensure that the CRT

combination of Sp and Sq works, because it requires the two
moduli to be coprime. Condition 2 is required to ensure that
the small keys eti (i = 1, 2) can be generated. Condition 3
must hold, because otherwise the equation md·eti ≡ m mod
ti may not hold. This condition can be further relaxed.
However, we suggest choosing primes for both ti . Condition
4 ensures a good resistance against attacks on the exponents
dp and dq . The security analysis will further explain this
condition. Finally, Condition 5 provides security against
attacks on the CRT combination (see the analysis of attacks
on line 3 below). Section 4.1 will show that choosing both
ti as strong primes is a useful recommendation.

4.1 Efficiency Of The New Algorithm
Now we will show that the new algorithm is indeed an efficient algorithm to compute RSA signatures. The efficiency
depends on the keys ti . The additional costs compared to
the plain CRT-RSA method are mainly an increased number
of operations in lines 1 and 2 due to the larger moduli. This
increases the size of the exponent and of the intermediate
results. These have to be computed in a larger group now.
The additional costs of the CRT (due to a larger modulus)
and the costs of the two modular exponentiations modulo
t1 and t2 (in lines 4 and 5) do not contribute to the overall
costs significantly. If quadratic time complexity is assumed
for the modular exponentiations in Zpt1 and Zqt2, the savings compared to the plain CRT-RSA scheme is lowered to
1/3 instead of 1/4 (for l(ti ) ∈ {60, 80}) of the cost of the
plain CRT-RSA exponentiation. This is still an acceptable
speedup.
For the key generation process, which is usually performed
on the card at production time, we can efficiently find suitable candidates for t1 and t2 . First, a valid RSA key pair
((e, N ), d) is chosen, with N = p · q. Then the two small
moduli t1 and t2 are generated. We would like to emphasize
the fact that neither the algorithm nor the small moduli impose any restrictions on the choice of the main RSA key, no
special structure or generation process is required. Hence,
any valid RSA key pair can be used for ((e, N ), d).
We suggest choosing both ti as different strong primes, i.e.
(ti −1)/2 are also primes. As ti ≪ p, q this obviously satisfies
Conditions 1, 3, and 4. Condition 2 is not satisfied for a fixed
ti in a fraction of about 1/ti cases. Therefore given l(ti )
large enough, this probability is negligible. For randomly
chosen ti , the values pt1 and qt2 are independent, therefore
(pt1 )−1 mod qt2 is uniformly distributed in Zqt2. As t2 6 |pt1 ,
this means that the probability that a chosen t2 does not
satisfy Condition 5 is at most 1/t2 . Hence, we expect very
few strong prime choices. Since the density of strong primes
is conjectured to be asymptotically D · x/ log2 (x) ([13]), the
task of finding suitable ti is easy. Here D ≈ 0.6601618 is the
twin prime constant.
Note that it is also possible to use a modified CRT combination that can handle the case t1 = t2 . Hence, it suffices to
choose a single t. We choose two in order to use the standard
CRT.

5. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE
PROPOSED COUNTERMEASURE
5.1 Undetectable Errors
For the security analysis, we need to investigate the probability of any induced error to circumvent our countermea-

sure and result in an undetectable error. Note that we are
only concerned with errors that cause the final signature to
be correct modulo p but false modulo q (or vice versa), in
which case the classic Bellcore attack can be applied. Otherwise, no exploits of specific errors in a faulty CRT-RSA
signature are known yet. In our analysis, we do not look at
combinations with other side channel attacks like timing or
power attacks.
The checking mechanism in lines 4 and 5 is done via a
small modulus, hence, undetectable errors are introduced
into the system. However, we will show that the number
of these errors is negligibly small. Therefore, they pose no
threat to the security of the system.
An error will slip by lines 4 and 5 undetected if it is eliminated by the modular reduction. If S ′ is a faulty value for
S, then if S ′ = S + k · t1 · t2 , k ∈ Z, both modular reductions in lines 4 and 5 will fail to detect this error and set
c1 = c2 = 1. For other values of S ′ , it is S ′ 6= S mod ti for
i = 1 or i = 2. Hence S ′eti 6= m mod ti , which in turn forces
m − S ′eti > 0 mod ti . Therefore, it is ci 6= 1. Note that this
observation is independent of the type of error.
However, in order to analyze the scheme, we need to define our fault model. For our analysis, we assume again
the strongest adversary attacking the best protected card.
We will only analyze in detail the most interesting/practical
scenario, the random error fault model #4, and show its
security against the Bellcore attack. Results for the byte
error fault models #2, #3 yield even better results. See the
appendix for details on attacks using the other fault models.
The random error fault model #4 assumes that an attacked
value x is replaced by a random bit string f (x) = x+e(x) as
defined in Section 2. For simplicity, we only assume a single
fault. However, as long as multiple errors are uncorrelated,
the results are the same. Note that it is virtually impossible to correlate attacks on smartcards that use hardware
countermeasures.
The two special inputs m = 0 and m = 1 will prove
dangerous to the algorithm in the presence of some faults.
Later, we will describe several enhancements to our scheme
such that also these two messages cannot be exploited in a
fault attack.
In the following analysis of attacks on each variable, the
term success probability always refers to the success probability for a random fault induced into the attacked variable
to result in an undetectable error such that the Bellcore attack can be applied.

5.2 Attacks On Lines 1 And 2

d

• Attack on the stored variable p
The success probability for an attack on dp is at most
3/t1 for messages m 6≡ ±1 mod t1 . This probability is
taken over the errors. A fraction of at most 3/t1 of
all messages satisfies m ≡ ±1 mod t1 . The message
m = 1 is secure. For other messages m ≡ ±1 mod t1 ,
m 6= 1, the success probability is at least 1/2.
Comment. Although this analysis seems to prove the
algorithm insecure, this is not the case. Any adversary
capable of constructing malicious instances of messages, i.e. an m ≡ ±1 mod t1 , needs to know t1 . But
this parameter is secret. Hence, the adversary has no
information on how to construct m. Therefore, the
best he can do is to randomize the inputs. And since

the number of malicious messages is less than 3/t1 ,
this is a secure situation.
Proof. Let m 6≡ ±1 mod t1 . Given m, an error
e(dp ) leads to an undetectable error if
me(dp ) ≡ 1 mod t1 .

(1)

We need to analyze how many e(dp ) exist at most with
(1). Consider gcd(e(dp ), t1 − 1). Since t1 is a strong
prime, we get gcd(e(dp ), t1 − 1) ∈ {1, 2, (t1 − 1)/2, t1 −
1}.
Any e(dp ) with gcd(e(dp ), t1 − 1) ∈ {1, 2} can be written as e(dp ) = 2l · b, b odd and gcd(b, t1 − 1) = 1. For
l
these e(dp ), (1) implies m2 ≡ 1 mod t1 . Next, since
l
t1 is a strong prime, the equation x2 ≡ 1 mod t1 has
only the solutions x ≡ ±1 mod t1 . We conclude that
for m 6≡ ±1 and gcd(e(dp ), t1 − 1) ∈ {1, 2}, no error
will be undetectable.
Hence it remains to bound the number of e(dp ) with
gcd(e(dp ), t1 − 1) ∈ {(t1 − 1)/2, t1 − 1} and me(dp ) ≡
1 mod t1 . The worst case for m is if m(t1 −1)/2 ≡ 1 mod
t1 , in which case any e(dp ) with the property that e(dp )
is a multiple of (t1 −1)/2 leads to an undetectable fault.
Since e(dp ) ∈ [−dp , 2l(dp )+1 − 1], the number of e(dp )
with gcd(e(dp ), t1 −1) ∈ {(t1 −1)/2, t1 −1} is a fraction
of at most 2/(t1 − 1) < 3/t1 of all possible e(dp ).
Let us now determine the number of messages m ≡
±1 mod t1 . As the messages are in ZN , there are at
most 2 · ⌊N/t1 ⌋ + 2 messages satisfying the condition
m ≡ ±1 mod t1 . This is a fraction of less than 3/t1 of
all possible messages.
Now let m ≡ 1 mod t1 . If m = 1, then me(dp ) = 1 and
Sp = 1. Hence, the error has no effect. Otherwise,
every fault will cause an undetectable error, because
me(dp ) ≡ 1 mod t1 independent of the error e(dp ).
Let m ≡ −1 mod t1 . The probability that a random
fault causes an undetectable error is at least 1/2, since
every even e(dp ) yields me(dp ) ≡ 1 mod t1 . In addition, if e(dp ) is invertible modulo (t1 − 1), the same
considerations as above apply. This increases the success probability further.

pt

• Attack on the stored variable 1
The success probability for an attack on pt1 is at most
2/t1 . This result is based on Assumption 1. The probability is taken over random choices of the error.
Proof. If the modulus is randomly changed to pt′1 =
pt1 + e(pt1 ), write md = α0 · (pt1 + e(pt1 )) + α1 with
α1 < pt1 + e(pt1 ). The correct result Sp is now Sp =
α0 · e(pt1 ) + α1 mod pt1 , while the faulty result Sp′ is
α1 . An undetectable error happens, if Sp ≡ Sq mod t1 ,
hence if α0 ·e(pt1 )+α1 ≡ α1 mod t1 . This is equivalent
to α0 · e(pt1 ) ≡ 0 mod t1 .
As t1 is a prime, t1 has to divide at least one of the two
factors. Hence, we need to compute the probability of
0 ≡ e(pt1 ) mod t1 and of 0 ≡ α0 = md div (pt1 +
e(pt1 )) mod t1 . As e(pt1 ) is an uniformly distributed
integer in a contiguous interval and α0 is uniformly
distributed by assumption 1, the success probability is

at most 1/t1 for each factor, and altogether at most
2/t1 . This probability is taken over random choices of
the error.

m

• Attack on
or the exponentiation’s intermediate variable
The success probability for an attack during the exponentiation is at most 2/t1 for messages m 6≡ 0 mod t1 .
This probability is taken over the errors. For messages
m ≡ 0 mod t1 , all faults yield an undetectable error.
A fraction of at most 1/t1 of all messages m satisfies
m ≡ 0 mod t1 .
Comment. There are many possible ways to compute mdp mod pt1 . Algorithm 3 presents a timing and
simple power attack secure version of the well-known
square-and-multiply algorithm (cf. [10], [11]). The result holds for other exponentiation algorithms as well.
Again, some messages are malicious, but similar to the
reasoning before, the adversary can gain no advantage
from this fact as he cannot choose m accordingly. Attacks on y0 and y1 resemble the same situation if they
get incorporated into the computation at all. If the
modulus pt1 is attacked during the exponentiation, the
resulting scenario is equivalent to that analyzed for a
global attack on pt1 above.
Algorithm 3 (modular exponentiation).
Input. A message m ∈ ZN , a key d ≥ 3, a modulus
pt1
Output. md mod pt1
1 Let y := m2 mod pt1
2 For i from l(d) − 2 downto 1 do
3
Let y0 := y
4
Let y1 := y · m mod pt1
5
Let y := yd2i mod pt1
6 Let y0 := y
7 Let y1 := y · m mod pt1
8 Let y := ydi mod pt1
9 output y
Proof. If Algorithm 3 is attacked at the time when
i = l, and the intermediate value y is altered, we have
P
l−1
i
Sp′ = (y + e(y))2
· mw for w = l−1
i=1 di · 2 . Hence
′
messages m ≡ 0 mod t1 lead to Sp ≡ Sp mod t1 and to
an undetectable error in line 4 of Algorithm 2. There
are at most 1/t1 of all possible messages satisfying this
condition.
For messages m 6≡ 0 mod t1 , we analyze the probal−1
l−1
bility of (y + e(y))2
≡ (y)2
mod t1 . First consider the case (y + e(y)) ≡ 0 mod t1 . This implies
(y)l−1 ≡ 0 mod t1 as well. Since y is of the form mx
for some x, this in turn implies m ≡ 0 mod t1 , which
is impossible.
From now on we assume y + e(y) 6≡ 0 mod t1 . Then
l−1
l−1
(y + e(y))2
≡ (y)2
mod t1 implies 1 = (y/(y +
l−1
e(y)))2
mod t1 . Since t1 ≡ 3 mod 4, this is equivalent to 1 = (y/(y + e(y)))2 , which in turn implies
±1 = (y/(y + e(y))). For any fixed y, there are exactly
two choices of e(y) that satisfy this equality. Hence,
in case m 6≡ 0 mod t1 we can bound the success probability by 2/t1 .

S

• Attack on the result p
The success probability for an attack on Sp is at most
1/t2 for messages m 6= 0, 1. Again, the probability is
taken over the error.
This case will be analyzed while considering attacks
on the CRT combination in line 3.

5.3 Attacks On Line 3
Line 3, the CRT combination, may also be successfully attacked. We assume that S = Sp + X · (Sq − Sp ) mod N · t1 · t2
with X = pt1 · ((pt1 )−1 mod qt2 ). Here X is a precomputed
value stored on the smartcard.

S

• Attack on the result , and on the two addends
( q
p and
p)
The success probability for an attack on S, Sp or X ·
(Sq − Sp ) is at most 1/(t1 · t2 ). The probability is taken
over random errors only, it is independent from the
chosen message.

S

X S

S

Proof. If S is attacked directly, then S ′ = S+e(S).
This would circumvent the countermeasure iff e(S) ≡
0 mod ti for both i. Because both ti are different
primes, this means that e(S) ≡ 0 mod t1 ·t2 must hold.
As the error e(S) comes from a contiguous interval,
this probability is at most 1/(t1 · t2 ). The same result holds for attacks on the two summands Sp and
X · (Sq − Sp ).

X

• Attack on
The success probability for an attack on X is at most
1/(t1 · t2 ) for all but a fraction of 2/ min(t1 , t2 ) messages. This probability is taken over random choices
for the error.
Comment. An attack on X will result in S ′ = S+e(X)·
(Sq − Sp ), which may be an undetectable error if t1 ·
t2 |e(X)·(Sq −Sp ). The probability for this requirement
is at most 1/ min(t1 , t2 ). A detailed analysis of this
case can be found in Appendix A. Moreover, the error
e(X) also needs to be a multiple of either p or q in
order to apply the Bellcore attack.
As with attacks on dp , the adversary has no information on how to construct a message that yields Sq − Sp
to be a multiple of t1 , t2 or both. His best choice is to
choose random messages, which only gives him a negligible success probability. Hence, this attack is not
promising to an adversary.

S

S

S

S

• Attack on p or q or ( q
p)
The success probability for an attack on Sp or Sq is
less than 1/t2 . This probability is taken over random
choices of the error only.
Proof. If an adversary attacks either Sp or Sq in
the second summand, the output of the CRT recombination is S ′ = S + e(Sp ) · X (or e(Sq ) respectively).
This causes an undetectable error if t1 · t2 |e(Sp ) · X.
As t1 and t2 are primes, this means that both ti have
to divide at least one factor. As t1 always divides
X = pt1 · ((pt1 )−1 mod qt2 ) and t2 never divides X by
Condition 5, this may only happen if t2 |e(Sp ). Because
e(Sp ) is uniformly distributed over an interval of consecutive numbers, the success probability is at most
1/t2 . The same reasoning holds for (Sq − Sp ).

Comment. If t2 is not chosen carefully to prevent t2 |X,
the success probability is increased with the probability to meet t2 |X. This is independent from the error,
therefore any error e(Sp ) 6= 0 would be harmful. This
explains Condition 5 of the condition list for selecting
t1 and t2 .

5.4 Attacks On Lines 4 – 6
We also need to investigate the possibilities to attack the
detection mechanism, lines 4 - 6. But attacks on the computation of ci are in vain unless another successful attack has
been carried out already. If a random error into a correct ci
is induced, it is ci 6= 1 and the final signature will look like
a random value. The same consideration applies to line 6.

m

m

Excluding the two messages
= 0 and
= 1.
The analysis shows that choosing m ∈ {0, 1} leads to a malicious message as m ≡ 0, 1 mod ti in these cases as well.
The choice m = 0 or m = 1 is useful for an adversary in
attacks on m, on the values Sp and Sq , and on the intermediate results of the exponentiation. Therefore, these two
messages must be treated separately. For all other cases,
the adversay’s ability to create malicious messages implies
knowledge about ti . As we assume these parameters to be
secret, the adversary has no better choice than to choose m
at random. This leaves him with a success probability of
at most 1/ti . Hence, ti is a security parameter and can be
chosen large enough to effectively prevent efficient attacks.
Now let us explain several methods dealing with the case
m ∈ {0, 1}. The first method is to use padding schemes.
In fact, almost any padding scheme, deterministic or randomized, will ensure that m = 0 and m = 1 will either not
be signed at all or will only be signed with negligible probability. However, as explained in the introduction, most
smartcard certification authorities require that a smartcard
implements a pure RSA signature algorithm that is secure
without using OAEP or similar padding schemes.
To avoid padding schemes, one can modify the message
used in lines 1 and 2 in the following way: In line 1 one
uses the message mp := m + r1 · p and in line 2 the message
mq := m+r2 ·q. Here, 1 < ri < ti , i = 1, 2 are fixed numbers.
Obviously, it should hold that r1 · p mod t1 6∈ [−2, . . . 2], and
for line 2 equivalently. In this way, the algorithm actually
computes md mod N . This blinding technique is also useful
against other side channel attacks.
fault attack on
probability of the attack
line 1
3/ min(t1 , t2 )
line 2
3/ min(t1 , t2 )
line 3
2/ min(t1 , t2 )
line 4
0 in our fault model
line 5
0 in our fault model
line 6
0 in our fault model
Table 1. Summarizing the success probabilities of a fault
attack adversary

Summarizing the results. Table 1 shows the most successful attack scenarios on each line of Algorithm 2. Summarizing the results of this section, the probability to induce
an error that can fool our countermeasure and still break
the system by the Bellcore attack is negligibly small if the
bitlength of t1 and t2 is large enough. Additionally, in the
real world various randomization strategies are applied on
the card to counteract other side-channel attacks. These

measures show that malicious messages, which have been
shown to exist for some attacks, are virtually impossible to
create.

5.5 Further Security Considerations
Note that disclosure of most intermediate variables can
be used to break the system. E.g. if our countermeasure
prevents a Bellcore attack on a faulty Sp using c1 6= 1, c2 = 1
and c1 is revealed, then gcd(me − Sig c1 , N ) = p. This also
implies that the bitlength of the parameters ti must be large
enough to defend against a brute force search on ci from lines
4 and 5 of Algorithm 2.
The length of the two parameters ti should be as small
as possible to ease the cost of computation, but it must be
large enough to guarantee security. Section 5.1 shows that
the most promising attacks succeed with a probability of at
most 3/ min(t1 , t2 ). Hence, both t1 and t2 must be large
enough to ensure that attacking the scheme succeeds only
with negligible probability. The definition of ”small” and
”negligible” will have to be adapted to the actual implementation of a system using our algorithm. If we assume
a very high level of security, we will demand a security of
280 , i.e. l(ti ) > 80. Less conservative security considerations
may allow to reduce this bound. Practical applications may
only need to guarantee the security of the signature key for
a small time like 2 years — today’s credit cards incorporate
the same security feature. In cases like these, l(ti ) = 60
seems to be secure (the SETI@home project as one of the
largest open attacks achieved about 261 operations [19]). If
less powerful attacks are assumed, this level might be lowered even further.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The fault models described in Section 3 show that the
adversaries known in the literature can be described with
few parameters. This description leads to a common model
with proper mathematical formulations. The models always
assume quite natural the most powerful adversary known.
However, the power of the adversary is gradually reduced
due to countermeasures in effect on the attacked smartcard.
The proposed algorithm develops known ideas into a form
that can be proven to be secure within the presented framework with respect to the Bellcore attack. The only problem
still unsolved by software mechanisms poses the fault model
#1 (precise bit error attacks on an unprotected smartcard).
If the power of the adversary is not reduced by hardware
or software means, the adversary may perform a successful
oracle attack circumventing the proposed countermeasure:
As attacks like those described in [21] or [17] allow to set
any specific bit to any specific value, we just need l(x) steps
to determine the bit pattern, and hence the value, of any
parameter x. We guess a bit value, set that bit and verify
whether the final result and therefore the guess is correct
or not. This reveals any attacked parameter and only uses
the knowledge whether a fault occurred or not. No specific
value is needed. No efficient software countermeasure protecting against such a fault can withhold that information
from the adversary. Therefore, we insist that all currently
proposed CRT-RSA implementations are broken by this attack. To prevent this fault model #1, smartcards must fight
the cause of error rather than the effect on computation to
reduce the power of the adversary significantly. Luckily, various but not all hardware manufacturers of cryptographic

devices such as smartcard ICs have been aware of the importance of protecting their chips against intrusion. To do
so they use carefully developed logic families, sensors, filters,
regulators, etc. We are also investigating possible software
countermeasures that use random bits to alter the parameters. As oracle attacks need to test several identical runs
of an algorithm, this will effectively reduce the power of the
adversary. We will elaborate this idea and present an enhanced algorithm in a different paper shortly.
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APPENDIX

PROVING THAT S 0 = S + E (X )  (SQ
IS HARMLESS

A.

SP )

Assume that an adversary attacks the CRT combination
S = Sp +X ·(Sq −Sp ) mod N t1 t2 with X = pt1 ·((pt1 )−1 mod
qt2 ). X is assumed to be precomputed and stored on the
card. A random error induced into X will result in a faulty
value S ′ instead of S:
S′
= Sp + X · (Sq − Sp ) + e(X) · (Sq − Sp ) mod N t1 t2
= S + e(X) · (Sq − Sp ) mod N t1 t2 ,
with e(X) ∈ [−X, 2l(X) − 1 − X]. The additional term is
the induced error. The countermeasure of Algorithm 2 will
fail to detect this fault iff the addend is a multiple of both
t1 and t2 , i.e. if t1 · t2 |e(X) · (Sq − Sp ) mod N t1 t2 because
both t1 and t2 are different primes. The latter property also
implies that at least one of the factors must be a multiple
of t1 and one (possibly the same) a multiple of t2 .
As we consider the security independent from the adversary’s choices for m, we first assume that neither t1 nor t2
divides (Sq − Sp ). As e(X) is an equally distributed value
from a consecutive interval, and t1 and t2 may be seen as
independent values, the probability for t1 |e(X) and t2 |e(X)
is at most 1/(t1 · t2 ).
For the message dependent question whether any of the
primes ti divides (Sq − Sp ), let Sq := c be fixed first (with
0 ≤ c < qt2 ). In this case, there are pt1 integers in [c − pt1 +
1, c]. Of these numbers, only multiples of t1 are counted.
Hence, there are at most ⌊(pt1 )/t1 ⌋ = ⌊p⌋ many such integers. Therefore, the probability of getting such an integer is
≤ p · 1/(pt1 ) = 1/t1 . If we now count the overall number of
possible integers for all choices of c, we determine
Pr[(Sq − Sp ) = k · t1 ]

X

qt2 −1

=

Pr[(c − Sp ) = k · t1 for some k] ·

c=0

≤

1
qt2

1
1
1
· qt2 ·
= .
qt2
t1
t1

As the same consideration holds for t2 , we have a maximum of 2/ min(t1 , t2 ) messages where the probability that
a random error is not detected is significantly higher than
1/(t1 · t2 ).

B.

m

• attack on
or the exponentiation’s intermediate variable
Any random byte fault induced during the exponentiation that causes an intermediate value y of Algorithm
3 to be changed into y + b · 2k must fulfill the equation
b · 2k ≡ −2y mod t1 in order to induce an undetectable
error. For messages m ≡ 0 mod t1 , all faults yield an
undetectable error.
Comment. Both cases described above require the adversary to be able to construct malicious messages in
order to be practical. However, the adversary has no information about t1 , which is needed to construct a malicious message. Therefore, his best choice is to choose
random m for input. In this case, his success probability is negligible.
The two special messages m = 0 and m = 1 need to be
excluded from the set of possible inputs. Here, the same
considerations as in Section 5 apply.
fault attack on
probability of the attack
line 1
3/t1
line 2
3/t2
line 3
1/(t1 · t2 )
lines 4 – 6
0 in our fault model
Table 2. Summarizing the success probabilities of a fault
attack adversary for byte faults

C.

qt2 −1

=

pt

• attack on the stored variable 1
If a random byte fault is induced into pt1 , such that pt1
is changed to pt1 + b · 2k , an undetectable error requires
that md div (pt1 + b · 2k ) ≡ 0 mod t1 .

Pr[(Sq − Sp ) = k · t1 |Sq = c] · Pr[Sq = c]

c=0

X

better than the results for random errors as analyzed in
Section 5. This is not surprising, since the special structure
of the induced error, i.e. b < 28 eliminates some possible
attacks. These attacks require that the greatest common
divisor of b and ti − 1 is large, which is impossible for byte
errors. Although, the following two cases yield worse results,
because they cannot be based on Assumption 1:

UNDETECTABLE BYTE ERRORS

Similar to the analysis in Section 5.1, results for induced
byte faults according to the byte error fault models #2 and
#3 can be stated. This models an attack on a variable x
as f (x) = x + b · 2k with |b| ∈ Z28 , 0 ≤ k < l(x) − 7.
All probabilities stated in the following will be over random
choices of errors e(x) = b · 2k with random b and k. Here, b
will always denote a random byte value, that can be either
positive or negative. The analysis of a byte error attack
is completely analogous to the analysis for random errors
presented in Section 5. The results of the analysis of byte
errors are shown in Table 2. The displayed results are all

UNDETECTABLE BIT ERRORS

The analysis of bit errors is completely analogous to the
analysis in section 5. Here, the precise bit error fault model
#1 is considered, where a variable x is changed to f (x) =
x ± 2k with 0 ≤ k < l(x). The results are shown in Table 3.
Note that similar to the results in Appendix B, attacks on
pt1 require that md div (pt1 ± 2k ) ≡ 0 mod t1 and attacks
on m or the exponentiation’s intermediate variable require
that ±2k ≡ −2y mod t1 in order to induce undetectable errors. An adversary cannot construct such messages unless
he knows ti . As these values are secret, his chance of successfully choosing a random m that satisfies any of these
conditions is negligible.
fault attack on
probability of the attack
line 1
3/t1
line 2
3/t2
line 3
1/(t1 · t2 )
lines 4 – 6
0 in our fault model
Table 3. Summarizing the success probabilities of a fault
attack adversary for bit faults

